Summary: Parallel MRI started with the introduction of coil arrays in improving radiofrequency (RF) acquisition (what is called parallel imaging) and continued with an analogous development for RF transmission (parallel transmission). Based on differences in the spatial sensitivity distributions of the involved array elements, both techniques try to shorten the respective k-space trajectory. Parallel imaging refers to the acquisition of k-space data, whereas parallel transmission is dealing with the deposition of RF energy packages in the excitation k-space.
INTRODUCTION
Parallel MRI is one of the most fascinating aspects of modern MRI. It makes use of the very basic insight that an array of multiple radiofrequency (RF) coils performs better than a single RF coil. Although this idea is almost as old as MRI itself, the real breakthrough with this idea happened in the last decade. It started with the introduction of coil arrays for improving RF acquisition (what is called parallel imaging). An analogous transition can now be observed for RF transmission (parallel transmission). In accord with this twofold development, the presentation here is split into a parallel imaging and a parallel transmission part. For both approaches, the basic principles, the main advantages, and central application areas are outlined. Note that, although both approaches are based on the same idea of multiplying RF coils, the consequences differ significantly. These differences are sketched separately, at the end of the article.
PARALLEL IMAGING
Parallel imaging is based on the idea that the spatially varying sensitivities of individual coil elements forming a receive coil array can be used to instantaneously encode spatial information during signal reception. This simultaneous signal encoding allows for the reduction of the number of necessary phase-encoding steps conventionally required for magnetic resonance imaging and thus the acceleration of scanning or the increase of spatial resolution, keeping the total scan time constant.
The development of parallel imaging began with the introduction of the phased array coil concept 1 as a suitable hardware platform to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Multiple independent and decoupled reception coils each connected to an individual receiver allowed a local signal reception, minimizing the noise, dominated by the object itself, to the sensitive volume of the coil. Different algorithms have been elaborated to combine the individual coil data and to compensate for the residual reception inhomogeneities. 1 Some of these approaches already partly anticipated recent developments in parallel imaging and have, therefore, something in common with algorithms used for approaches to accelerate scanning.
In contrast to some early ideas, 2,3 which tried to overcome conventional phase encoding completely, recent approaches to accelerated parallel imaging perform sensitivity and phase encoding simultaneously, to reduce the number of necessary phase-encoding steps. 4 -8 Thus, all accelerated parallel imaging approaches perform subsampling in k-space, which in general makes image reconstruction a little more complicated than just using the Fourier transform. A number of different techniques have been introduced, which can coarsely be subdi-vided according to the two domains (k-space/image-space) in which processing is mainly performed. SMASH 6, 9 (which stands for simultaneous acquisition of spatial harmonics) was proposed as an approach to perform parallel imaging in k-space. The same holds for GRAPPA (for generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition), 8 a further refinement that incorporates the idea of autocalibration. In contrast to these, the processing in SENSE 7 (for sensitivity encoding) is performed in the spatial domain. PILS 10 (for parallel imaging with localized sensitivities) has been introduced as another simple and robust approach that also works in the spatial domain.
The strict distinction between k-space and image domain is rather impractical in the current world, however. Numerous generalizations and refinements have been elaborated. The SMASH reconstruction has been generalized to provide tailored harmonic fits, 11 and a generalized matrix formulation 12 has been elaborated. SENSE has been applied to arbitrary k-space trajectories, 13 including nonuniform sampling in the phase-encoding direction, 14 making it difficult to solve the problem solely in the spatial domain. Furthermore, it is possible to include the time axis into the concept of parallel imaging, to take advantage of the spatiotemporal correlation in the acquired MRI data. 15, 16 Parallel imaging started out by using RF coil arrays consisting only of a few elements. 6, 7 Since then, however, arrays of 32 independent elements are becoming standard for clinical systems. 17, 18 MRI systems with up to 128 RF channels are expected to become available in the near future, 19 -21 requiring new developments of the involved hardware as well as of image reconstruction. Continuing in this direction, it might be that the original dream of parallel imaging will come true at last: to overcome the phase encoding completely.
The basic problem
A detailed and general formulation of (accelerated) parallel imaging and a corresponding performance analysis is given by Pruessmann et al. 7 In all recently used accelerated parallel imaging schemes, phase encoding is performed, and the signal in the individual channels is encoded simultaneously by means of the corresponding coil sensitivities. The signal m j (k) received by a certain reception coil j can thus be given as
where denotes the signal density in the spatial domain, s j (r) the corresponding spatial coil sensitivity, and k the k-space coordinate. The exponential term stands for the conventional Fourier encoding, and the coil sensitivity s j (r) represents the sensitivity encoding. In a discrete version, the problem can be formulated using the corresponding encoding matrix E, which can be given as
where the index j denotes the coil with the corresponding spatial sensitivity s j (r), k the k-space coordinate given at the -th sampling position, and r indicates the spatial coordinate at the -th voxel. Thus, the measured data m can be given as
where f denotes the spatial magnetic resonance signal distribution (i.e., the image to be obtained). Noise is superimposed on the signal m and cannot be affected by the encoding process. The image reconstruction or the solution of the inverse problem of Eq. (3), which is optimal in the least square sense, can be given as
where the bracketed term has the form of a pseudoinverse; ⌿ denotes the noise covariance, which describes the stochastic correlation of the noise in the individual coil signals, and the superscript H indicates the complex conjugate transpose. Equation (4) is the general formulation of the solution of the inverse problem, which can be rather demanding for arbitrary k-space trajectories 13, 14 and will be discussed in a later section.
SENSE
For sampling schemes with uniformly subsampled kspace, the complexity given in Eq. (2) can be reduced considerably. This is the case of Cartesian schemes, in which the sampling density in phase-encoding direction can be reduced according to the chosen reduction factor R. This means that the intersampling line spacing is increased, which corresponds to a sampling of a data set in a field of view (FoV) reduced by the factor R. However, k-space has to be covered up to the same maximum k-values, which are reached in a nonaccelerated scan, to fulfill the sampling theorem for the desired voxel resolution. In the case of uniform subsampling, Eq. (2) and Eq. (4) can be simplified F1) (FIG. 2) . The sensitivity encoding can be decoupled from the phase encoding, and an intermediate set of images can be obtained for each coil via Fourier transform based on the reduced k-space data sets:
Here, r again stands for the spatial coordinate of the -th voxel, which folds into the reduced FoV data set of the j-th coil according to the point-spread function (PSF) of the subsampling scheme. Now, the inverse problem has to be solved. Thus, for each set of voxels in the full FoV, the contributions from folded pixels in the individual subsampled coil images have to be extracted. As a result of this simplification, Eq. (4) can be given as
The vector f= in Eq. (4) contains the separated voxel signals, whereas the vector m= is built out of the folding voxel signals in the reduced FoV images of the individual coils. Once f= is obtained, the signals can be filled in the full FoV. This procedure has to be repeated for each voxel in the reduced FoV to obtain a solution for the full FoV. The size of the unfold problem can vary from voxel to voxel, which means that the number of voxels superimposed can change. This is especially the case, if noninteger reduction factors are used during data acquisition. As a consequence, the degree of overdetermination can vary, which may have some impact on the stability of the inversion process given in Eq. (6) . If there is some a priori knowledge available, which allows excluding those voxels that cannot carry any signal, stability can be further improved. 22 The described concept can be extended to two or even three spatial dimensions. 22, 23 In particular for three-dimensional scans, the k-space might be subsampled in the two phase-encoded directions, which can increase the reconstruction stability for a given total reduction factor considerably.
Optimal coil signal combination
The SENSE reconstruction shows very notable similarities to the optimal coil signal combination proposed by Roemer et al. 1 In their article, parallel imaging without scan acceleration is discussed, aiming at signal-tonoise ratio maximization due to optimal coil signal combination. This is achieved by weighting the coil signals prior to addition with their local sensitivity to either suppress noise contributions from regions far away from their sensitive volumes and to phase the individual coil signal contributions per voxel properly to avoid signal cancellation during the final superposition. Thus, we note, Eq. (6) also gives the solution to the problem of optimal coil combination, 1 obviously, if a reduction factor R ϭ 1 is considered. This similarity underscores an additional important point inherent to the SENSE approach: it combines all data in the optimal signal-tonoise ratio sense.
The weighting of the individual coil signals by their corresponding sensitivity can be further developed to give a simple parallel imaging reconstruction in the spatial domain, even if subsampling is performed. One example is the PILS approach. 10 In this approach, the spatial base of the individual reception coils is restricted to avoid foldover in the final image. This can be understood as a simple spatial filtering procedure. With the knowledge of the spatial position and the sensitive area of each individual coil, which can be easily derived from their sensitivity s(r), the corresponding signal contributions in the reduced FoV can be adequately chopped to suppress foldover. Subsequently, these subregions can be concatenated in the full FoV to form the final image.
From SMASH to GRAPPA
The reconstruction of undersampled data can also be performed in the k-space domain. If the mathematical operations (multiplication and addition) given in Eq. (4) were to be performed in k-space, the result would be a convolution with a truncated kernel, which is generated from a set of harmonic fits to the coil sensitivities. 24 This convolution would smear out the measured data in k-
Foldover in the subsampled (reduced) FoV for a reduction factor R ϭ 2 results in aliasing artifacts. Based on the coil sensitivity information, these will be unfolded in SENSE. These images show clearly the corresponding foldover artifacts described by the point-spread function (PSF) of the uniform subsampling scheme. In pixel P 1 , a pixel from outside the rFoV is superposed, which is not the case for pixel P 2 . Due to Fourier transform, the impact of phase encoding (see Eq. [2] ) has already been decoded, but the sensitivity encoding is still left. The reconstruction problem has thus been transferred into the spatial domain, and its complexity has been reduced considerably. The effective encoding matrix given in Eq. (2) now modifies to the coil sensitivity matrix S. Abbreviations: FoV, field of view; rFoV, reduced field of view.
FIG. 2.
Schematic representation of the fitting procedure in SMASH (Eq. [8] ) to obtain spatial harmonics as a superposition of the coil sensitivities s j .
space, which would allow predicting the values for the missing lines in k-space.
Thus, according to the encoding problem given in Eq. (2), the SMASH approach tries to estimate the missing data in k-space, but in a single, composite k-space matrix. The missing lines are obtained as a linear combination of measured coil data. An appropriate fitting process determines the corresponding weights n j , which transform the signal of a single measured line (m j ) for each of the coils with the sensitivity s j into a shifted line in the composite k-space matrix (m=):
The necessary coil-specific weighting coefficients n j (l) are calculated according to Eq. (8) by a fit to the l-th harmonic (FIG. 2) , and the term ⌬k y denotes the desired k-space increment:
Thus, the SMASH reconstruction could be viewed as an approach that tries to mimic conventional phase encoding by forming spatial encoding functions of the Fourier harmonic type by an appropriate superposition of the data sampled with the coils of different sensitivities. The early SMASH implementations used coil sensitivity maps measured in the spatial domain to derive the corresponding reconstruction parameters. Sometimes, a substantial mismatch between the actual fit and the desired spatial harmonics was found, which could be overcome by more sophisticated procedures 11 and dedicated phase corrections.
To become independent from the extra coil sensitivity information, which could be sensitive to a number of adverse effects like noise, patient motion, off-resonance or aliasing, autocalibrated approaches have been developed (AUTO-SMASH, VD-AUTOSMASH, GRAPPA). 8, 26, 27 In these approaches, a number of central k-space lines are additionally acquired, containing what is called the autocalibration signal (ACS). Thus, k-space is sampled with a variable density. The necessary reconstruction parameters are determined again in k-space, but now by fitting the signal of several measured lines grouped as blocks in k-space to the signal of the ACS lines for each coil independently. The weights n j (l) are determined by fitting a reduced dataset to an ACS line:
This was further refined in the variable density AUTO-SMASH 27 approach, which performs this fitting procedure for a number of lines (FIG. 3) .
The GRAPPA technique represents a more generalized implementation of these AUTO-SMASH approaches. 8 In contrast to SMASH, which estimates data in a composite k-space matrix, GRAPPA uses data from multiple lines to fit a line in each single coil k-space. Based on the weighting coefficients n j (b, l), the other missing lines for this particular coil can be estimated (the index b indicates the chosen block size 8 in k-space):
This coil-dependent procedure is performed for all coils to fill the missing lines in their k-space data prior to Fourier transform. The resulting images can be combined using a simple sum of squares or more optimized versions as well. 1 These autocalibrating approaches allow the acquisition of the reference data at the same time as the reduced k-space data are measured. Thus, the same state of the object is reflected, and the ACS lines can be incorporated into the reconstruction to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. This advantage has to be paid for, however, with a small loss in the effective acceleration rate. If this is a problem, ACS line acquisition can be decoupled from the actual scan.
Nonuniform sampling
In the preceding sections, we have looked at the Cartesian uniform subsampling schemes. These allow separating the spatial Fourier encoding from the sensitivity encoding. According to the spatially sharply defined PSF, the folding signal contributions from the different spatial locations can be separated. This becomes more difficult in the case of nonuniform k-space sampling schemes. 13 The corresponding PSFs couple numerous spatial locations, making a solution in the spatial domain very difficult. Consequently, the full inverse problem given in Eq. (2) has to be addressed. 13, 14 This turns out to be very demanding, however, if it is done directly by means of linear algebra. The solution would require the inversion of huge matrices, for example a N 2 ϫN 2 matrix for an NϫN image, which might be challenging for usual image sizes. However, iterative approaches have been proposed to handle problems of this complexity at a sufficient convergence. 13 In addition, k-space based approaches such as SMASH and GRAPPA have been adapted to nonuniform sampling schemes as interesting alternatives. 28, 29 These alternatives benefit from the fact that most non-Cartesian sampling schemes sample the center of k-space denser, which supports autocalibration easily.
Reconstruction stability and data consistency
All parallel imaging-based image reconstruction approaches involve linear algebra expressed by a matrix inversion. If the corresponding problem is ill-posed, the error propagation can result in a serious problem. During the inversion process, noise present in the input data can be amplified in the final images. In this context, Pruessmann et al. 7 developed the concept of the geometry factor, which is applicable to uniform Cartesian subsampling schemes. The geometry factor quantifies this effect in the spatial domain.
In most cases, the inverse problem is overdetermined, which means there are more equations than variables to be determined. To increase the stability of the inversion process, a number of different numerical tricks can be used-regularization techniques, in particular. Regularization allows compensating for small errors in sensitivities and ill conditioning that can amplify noise during the inversion process. Regularization can be performed using a fixed threshold parameter, by incorporating a priori knowledge, or by using a first-guess of the image to be reconstructed, 30 reducing all kinds of potential divergences. On the other hand, singular value decomposition can be applied to remove the smallest eigenvalues prior to inversion. 25, [31] [32] [33] [34] Regularization can further be understood as the integration of constraints into the reconstruction process. It has to be applied very carefully, because it can affect the image information content.
Recently, there is a trend toward MRI systems equipped with 32 or more independent receive channels. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Systems equipped with appropriate reception coils allow for high scan acceleration factors. However, reduction factors cannot be increased linearly with the number of receive coil elements, because of MRI intrinsic signal-to-noise ratio limitations. 35 Consequently, the parallel imaging reconstruction problem becomes more overdetermined, creating a high level of data redundancy.
Usually, this redundancy is exclusively used for signalto-noise ratio optimization in the reconstructed image. 36 The extra data do contain additional information, however, and can help to increase the robustness and reliability of the reconstruction with respect to any nonideal condition during the scan. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] The additional information allows a check on any consistency of the image reconstruction to identify image artifacts. 39, 41 Such artifacts could result from all kind of inconsistencies in the acquired data-in particular from patient motion, but also from steady-state problems, sampling theorem violations, coil sensitivity errors, and the like. These artifacts can be identified, marked, and corrected by analyzing and using the data redundancy in parallel imaging, which could make scanning even more robust in the future.
Applications
Neurological applications, which represent a major area of application, benefit greatly from parallel imaging. This imaging technology improves either or both temporal and spatial resolution of functional MRI, 44 -48 offering more detailed and sophisticated in vivo studies. Furthermore, susceptibility-induced image artifacts can be reduced considerably by shortening the read-out length of the usually applied echo-planar schemes, which is advantageous in areas near the base of the skull. In addition, parallel imaging can considerably accelerate and improve diffusion-weighted imaging, 49, 50 which finds important applications in the diagnostics of stroke 51, 52 and in fiber tracking, [53] [54] [55] by keeping total measuring time within acceptable limits. Finally, by shortening the total measuring times, parallel imaging helps to further pave the way for spectroscopic imaging 56 -59 in a clinical setting. Cardiovascular diagnostics represent another very important application area of parallel imaging. Here, it helps to achieve the necessary temporal and spatial resolution required to follow the fast cardiac motion. 60 -62 Coronary magnetic resonance angiography benefits much from the potential of shortening total scanning times, 63, 64 which pays back in image quality due to the increased patient comfort. Contrast-enhanced angiography gains greatly if performed using parallel imaging. [65] [66] [67] Increasing the temporal resolution improves the diagnostic value and avoids bolus dilution of the applied contrast media, which considerably improves the contrast-to-noise ratio. 65 Parallel imaging furthermore enables single breath-hold acquisitions in the abdominal region, helping to reduce respiratory motion artifacts.
68,69 Figure 4 shows an example of a ninefold accelerated abdominal image, together with selected individual, folded images.
PARALLEL TRANSMISSION
Equivalent to parallel imaging, multiple transmit coils have been proposed to perform parallel transmission. The idea was triggered by the introduction of human high-field MRI systems, which show B 1 uniformity problems caused by wave-propagation effects. 70 -72 Thus, multiport excitation for birdcage-type coils was proposed as a measure to improve the RF homogeneity in the excited volume. 73, 74 The underlying hardware can be considered as a multielement transmit coil array, which allows changing the phase and amplitude of the otherwise identical RF waveforms for the individual ports. Meanwhile, the basic feasibility of this RF shimming concept has been shown. [75] [76] [77] [78] Triggered by these hardware developments and based on the analogy between RF pulse design and MRI, 79, 80 the principles of parallel imaging have also been applied to RF transmission. 81, 82 Thus, RF pulses were proposed that are controlled by completely different time-courses in the individual transmit channels. This degree of freedom offers the possibility to improve spatially selective multidimensional RF pulses [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] (e.g., by shortening the pulse duration, enhancing their spatial definition, or reducing their required RF power).
The basic problem
In parallel imaging, k-space is typically undersampled, and data acquisition is performed with a number of individual receive coils. The resulting image artifact is avoided by taking the coil sensitivity information during image reconstruction into account. Consequently, the central question in parallel imaging might be formulated thus: given a couple of measured, particularly undersampled data sets from individual coils, how does one obtain a single, complete image? As we have already noted, this question has been answered so far by Roemer et al., 1 Sodickson and Manning, 6 and Pruessmann et al. 7 Similarly, in parallel transmission, each individual transmit coil could excite a specific magnetization pattern that may show artifacts, in particular caused by subsampling of the excitation k-space or B 1 nonuniformities. However, their parallel superposition should result in the desired artifact-free magnetization pattern. Thus, the question is: which spatial patterns P i (r), that might show undersampling effects, have to be excited by each of the N transmit coils, each exhibiting a characteristic sensitivity profile S i (r), to obtain the desired excitation pattern P des (r)? This constraint leads to Eq. (11), which turns out to be the central equation of parallel transmission:
Here, P des (r) is defined within the field of excitation (FoX), given on m spatial positions in a one-, two-, or three-dimensional array. Equation (11) is linear and states that the superposition of all the individual pulse profiles P i (r), weighted by the corresponding (complex) coil sensitivity profiles, should yield the desired excitation pattern. It is assumed, that the S i (r) are known by means of B 1 mapping techniques. [91] [92] [93] If the transmit coils can be used in the receive mode, methods known from parallel imaging can be employed, 6, 7 assuming the principle of reciprocity holds. To derive the unknown RF waveforms B 1i (t) for the N individual transmit coil elements from Eq. (11), the following steps have to be performed.
Equation (11) has to be transformed into the Fourier domain (the excitation k-space). Thus, instead of the   FIG. 4 . In vivo SENSE example acquired with a T1-weighted gradient echo sequence and a fat-suppression radiofrequency (RF) prepulse. Left: Reconstructed image using 32 receive coils and a total reduction factor of R ϭ 9 (R ϭ 3 through-plane and R ϭ 3 in-plane anterior-posterior). The noise enhancement in the central region is due to the geometry factor reflecting the conditioning of the reconstruction problem. Right: Partially unfolded images of three selected coils of the array. For demonstration purposes, images are unfolded only in through-plane direction to visualize the in-plane folding. In practice, combined unfolding in both directions is performed in a single step.
unknown P i (r) given in Eq. (11), now the equation contains the unknown p i (k)
This step is performed because the B 1 waveform that excites a desired magnetization pattern is just its Fourier transform sampled along the chosen excitation k-space trajectory multiplied by some trajectory-dependent weighting coefficients. This is according to the RF pulse design concept of Pauly et al., 79 based on the low tip angle approximation, which might hold for even higher flip angles for special k-space trajectories. 94 In a slightly different writing of Eq. (12), as given by Grissom et al., 95 only the P i (r) in Eq. (11) are transformed to the Fourier domain, introducing the Fourier encoding matrix A ϳ exp͑irk͒:
This specific approach eases the restriction of the excitation pattern P des (r) to a finite area inside the FoX. To separate the wanted p i (k), Eq. (12) has to be inverted, which is nontrivial in case of an arbitrary k-space trajectory. To facilitate inversion, 81 the k-space transformed coil sensitivities s i (k) are grouped into a single, invertible sensitivity matrix s full . Additionally, a corresponding single vector p full is formed from the individual p i (k) p des͑ k͒ ϭ s full͑ k͒p full͑ k͒.
This reformulated equation can then be solved using the pseudoinverse (regularized with the free parameter ), which is the optimal solution in the least square sense:
The free regularization parameter stabilizes the reconstruction in the case of an ill-posed sensitivity matrix. It pushes the reconstruction to favor solutions p full with a minimum norm. The individual excitation patterns p i (k) can be extracted from p full , which represents the general solution without any constraints. The separation of the p i (k) starting from Eq. (13) instead of Eq. (12) can be performed in an analog way. Now, the special case is considered of a Cartesian, echo-planar-like k-space trajectory, which is uniformly undersampled in one dimension. Consequently, only a limited number of voxels account for folding in the spatial domain, which is described by the corresponding PSF of the sampling scheme. As known from parallel imaging, this special case can be solved in the spatial domain 7 and leads to a small size of the sensitivity matrix being inverted. This approach was chosen by Zhu, 82 with the solution for the p i (k) written as an integral over the FoX:
In this equation, the h i are derived from the inversion of a sensitivity matrix C (S 1 (r), S 2 (r), . . ., S N (r) ). 82 The inversion of this sensitivity matrix C is the central step of the approach and might be compared with the inversion of the matrix s full (Eq. [14] ). Both matrices s full and C depend solely on the spatial sensitivity distributions S i , but differ in their detailed definitions. 81, 82 Once the p i (k) are calculated via Eq. (15) or (16), the mapping between k and t has to be performed according to the chosen k-space trajectory. This yields the actual B 1 waveforms applied in the time domain. The weighting function W(t) reflects the k-space sampling density, which is constant for Cartesian trajectories and takes the k-space velocity (i.e., the actual gradient) into account. 79 The wanted waveforms can be calculated for each individual coil via
The resulting degree of freedom introduced by the use of multiple transmit coils can be exploited in several directions. A major application is given by the reduction of the pulse duration by a factor R, corresponding to the reduction of acquisition time in parallel imaging. Instead of reducing the pulse duration, the spatial definition of the excitation pattern can be increased without changing the pulse duration. Furthermore, system imperfections such as B 0 inhomogeneities, k-space trajectory imperfections, concomitant gradients effects, and the like can be compensated for. 80, 96 Another application of multiple transmit coils is to reduce the required RF power, and thus, the specific energy absorption rate (SAR). 82, [97] [98] [99] [100] The intrinsic freedom in solving Eq. (11) can be used to favor those solutions that exhibit the lowest RF power. This can be realized, for example, by regularization (Eq. [15] ), wherein the overall pulse power is added to the error function to be minimized. 99 In a more sophisticated model, not only the RF power but also the SAR can be taken into account by calculating the corresponding electric fields in the patient. 82 As we have mentioned, a different form of parallel transmission is performed for the purpose of RF shimming, which is desirable especially for high-field applications. Here, the amplitudes A i and phases i of the otherwise identical B 1 waveforms are adjusted for the different transmit array elements to yield optimal spatial excitation homogeneity. [73] [74] [75] This is also described by Eq. (11) . The optimum A i and i can be derived if the individual excitation patterns P i (r) are replaced by constant weighting factors F i ϭ A i exp(i i ), which are spa-tially invariant. In this case, Eq. (11) can be solved for the F i via a matrix inversion in the spatial domain choosing a constant P des (r). Obviously, a nonconstant P des (r) might be chosen in this framework as well. In contrast to this basic RF shimming, a (parallel-transmitted) spatially selective RF pulse can be also used to compensate for B1 inhomogeneities, leading to a tailored RF shimming.
101

Experimental proof
The theoretical development of parallel transmission preceded the corresponding experimental abilities by several years. Thus, the first experimental proofs mimicked parallel transmission in sequential experiments using different transmit coils and making use of the linearity of the problem (see Eq. [11] ) by superimposing their results after signal acquisition. 81, 82 With the development of multielement-transmit coils, [102] [103] [104] [105] parallel transmission has been used to perform basic RF shimming [75] [76] [77] [78] by varying amplitudes and phases for the individual channels.
A full verification of the entire concept was accomplished by the introduction of prototype MRI systems, 78,106 -108 which allowed driving the RF waveforms individually for each channel. Thus, spatially selective 2D RF pulses, using different k-space trajectories, have been considerably accelerated. Figure 5 shows the example of a whole-body MRI system equipped with eight independent transmit-receive channels.
105,107
Signal-to-noise ratio and SAR
Noise that might degrade the performance of parallel transmission might originate from the digital-to-analog converting process and RF amplifier imperfections. This system noise affects the individual pulse profiles P i (r), and thus influences the final result in a linear way as a superposition in the spatial domain (see Eq. [11] ). Errors in the coil sensitivity profiles caused by noise or measurement imperfections also influence the final result linearly via Eq. (11) . It is important to note that the system noise does not interact with the central matrix inversion (see, for example, Eq. [15] ). This is a crucial difference with respect to parallel imaging, in which the system noise generated in the receive chain is enhanced, if the matrix inversion is ill conditioned. 7 In parallel imaging, the inverted matrix is multiplied with the measured data bearing noise. In parallel transmission, the inverted matrix is multiplied with the desired excitation pattern, which is free of noise (FIG. 6) .
If the inverse problem of parallel transmission is illposed, the superposition of Eq. (11) does not lead to a complete cancellation of the subsampling artifacts, and FIG. 6. Schematic comparison of parallel transmission and parallel imaging. Experimental noise comes into play after (for parallel transmission) and before (for parallel imaging) the inversion of the sensitivity matrix, which leads to a larger robustness of parallel transmission than parallel imaging.
FIG. 5.
Example of a whole-body MRI system equipped with eight independent transmit-receive channels. 107 Left: Transmit-receive RF coil with eight cylindrically arranged transverse electromagnetic elements, 105 and quality phantom. Center: Corresponding cabinets showing eight RF amplifiers, two circulator boxes (central cabinet) and the fully integrated spectrometer (right cabinet). Right: Transmit sensitivities of the eight transmit elements and checkerboard pattern excited via parallel transmission, using a spiral k-space trajectory and a reduction factor R ϭ 2.
noise-like aliasing structures appear in the final result. The problem becomes ill-posed if the spatial frequency components of the actual coil sensitivity profiles cannot compensate for the missing parts of a reduced k-space trajectory. Thus, a proper interplay between the coil sensitivity profiles and the involved trajectories has to be found. Simulations have shown, however, that RF pulse performance is in general rather robust against variations of the transmit coil array configuration and becomes critical only for very artificial cases. 109 In that respect, the concept of the geometry factor as deduced for parallel imaging 7 cannot be adapted directly to parallel transmission. For parallel transmission, corresponding concepts describing the occurring SAR can be derived. 110 If the sensitivity matrix s full to be inverted becomes ill-posed, the norm of the resulting vector p full , containing the RF waveforms, may increase (see Eq. [14] ). This increase would lead to an increase of the required RF power and the SAR, respectively. Thus, SAR could serve as an important coil design criterion, but it has been found that the RF pulse performance again proves to be fairly stable. 109, 111 The question of an ill-posed inverse problem seems to play only a minor role in parallel transmission. This gives rise to a much larger freedom in designing coil arrays for parallel transmission than for parallel imaging. Nevertheless, a thorough investigation of SAR to ensure patient safety is required.
112
Applications
Currently, only a very limited number of MRI prototype systems worldwide are capable of parallel transmission. With the increasing availability of corresponding systems, it is expected that more and more applications will be developed and tested. Today, the following potential applications of parallel transmission can be foreseen:
• compensation of patient induced RF inhomogeneities, 89, 90 particularly at main fields of 3 T and 7 T,
• volume-selective excitation 79, 83, 84 for zoom imaging, investigation of perfusion and diffusion, or localized spectroscopy,
• curved slice imaging, 85 and
• navigators applied for motion sensing. 86 Furthermore, parallel transmission might ease the application of 3D RF pulses, 87, 88 which are limited by the finite lifetime of the transverse magnetization and the main field homogeneity.
PARALLEL IMAGING AND PARALLEL TRANSMISSION: A COMPARISON
Parallel transmission is not simply the reciprocal of parallel imaging. Both approaches are a combination of a forward and an inverse matrix problem. Neither the front end of the MRI system (i.e., the coil array) nor the spin system of the patient's body is capable of inverting a matrix. The MRI scanner can, however, superimpose all kinds of magnetic fields to act on the magnetization, which is equivalent to solving a forward problem. The inverse problem has to be solved on the host computer (i.e., the back end of the MRI system). The data flow from the back end to the front end for parallel transmission, and vice versa for parallel imaging. Note, however, that when the inverse problem is to be solved it cannot be shifted from the back end to the front end. The inverse problem must be solved on the back end of the MRI system, irrespective of the direction of the data flow. This might explain why parallel transmission cannot be derived by simply inverting the parallel imaging algorithm, or vice versa.
Parallel imaging is based on the acquisition k-space, parallel transmission on the excitation k-space. Thus, the main goal of parallel imaging is the shortening of the acquisition time. The main goal of parallel transmission is the shortening of the pulse duration of spatially selective RF pulses. Shortening RF pulses reduces the total acquisition time only marginally; however, local excitation via (shortened) spatially selective pulses can be used to reduce the necessary FoV, which again leads to a reduction of the total acquisition time.
Another important difference is described by the geometry factor (see the sections "Reconstruction stability and data consistency" and "Signal-to-noise ratio and SAR"). For parallel imaging, a suboptimal geometry of the coil array leads to a nonlinear enhancement of the noise in the reconstructed image. 7 For parallel transmission, a suboptimal geometry of the coil array leads to a nonlinear enhancement of the SAR. 110 Both aspects are of crucial importance, and numerous studies have been performed to minimize these effects; however, an array geometry suitable for parallel imaging is also suitable for parallel transmission. Thus, the use of coil arrays capable for both (i.e., RF transmit and receive) is in general possible, which eases coil array design.
Parallel imaging and parallel transmission can themselves be performed in parallel-that is, both approaches can be applied during a MRI sequence without any interference. As noted, the same coil array can be used for both approaches. The multiplication of the whole receive and transmit channel differs tremendously, however, requiring an almost complete redesign of the spectrometer and the software of the MRI system.
